I Cantelini, Dub Alston and chorus on "Go To Hell" caught she was the only fully exposited character among the var-
theatrical structure and character development really mean
theme song. Fine. But you can't get away with it unless
Due I imagine to the ability of several newcomers, the
came around!
ability better than others. Although well done by any stand-
selfs, for whose work I have great regard. Especially in
backdrop of almost no plot, and even less exposition; this
up," he shone through nicely.
Alston, a Course VIII senior, although failing at times to
pected of her, and with Carole, you get quite something.
third Tech Show in as many years, was just what was ex-
most pleased with. Carole Behrens, for whom this was the
performance, it may be well satisfied; there was very little
Audience can ask and get from any cast a sincere, friendly
things kill the otherwise fine work on opening night. But
this year, and quality of the resultant product.
of the time, talent, and effort that went into Tech Show
those who criticized Tech Show, bringing them into it and
It is not going to M.I.T. for the sake of M.I.T. but for the
of it, the students can never learn it. Fortunately, the teacher's or the priest's function is, to inform him. In this
In the latter case I should think the sciences themselves could be
being interested in an attempt to get in capsule form what can't
psychology rather than literature, and to literally directive
of teaching the sciences. This difficulty has baffled educators
that to find one minute of such teaching in four years would
lessness—to the point that some students agreed with me
learning, on the other. First I try to show him the intrinsic
value and extrinsic value in teaching, on the one hand, and
try to make clear to him the relationship between intrinsic
value theory makes clear this baffling contradiction by de-
science teaching. This makes the impractical
dimension of science and the teaching of it. By un-
ences, we have a different kind of problem. It is not
ative theory in an attempt to get in capsule form what can't
be encapsuled.
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